MONOTONY
With resignation the husband came on with us, the wife
returning home alone.
Meanwhile the days were becoming warmer and warmer.
Peter's nose grew sore from sunburn, and the Tungans
protected their lower lips with pieces of paper. It made
them look like clowns. Li made himself a visor out of a
picture of a top-hatted detective called "Victor of the
Smart Set," and held it in place by stuffing it in under his
skull cap.
I let the caravan go on ahead, for I wanted, without
getting off my horse, to take my first sunbath of the year.
The scent of my burnt skin brought back certain summers of
my life, just as the mountains, a long spur of which jutted out
into the plain, brought back the north coast of Majorca and
Port Seller—only the previous summer I had had such
difficulty in steering my sailing boat into that harbour.
Suddenly I descried one of our camels. He must have fallen
out of the column when nobody was paying attention.
Remaining in my saddle I rode up with a view to taking him
along on lead, Mongol fashion, but just as I was about to
seize his halter, Slalom took fright, reared, threw me, and
bolted off by himself. Now I had two beasts to catch.
Fortunately Li had dallied also—with a smiling Mongol
woman who was minding lambs—and he came to the
rescue.
But we were not at the end of our troubles. That same day
Peter killed a hare and, sitting on the edge of the trail, smoking
his pipe, waited for his pony to come up. But he was not into
the saddle before Greys, taking Sight at the dead hare,
bolted and threw him on his head to the ground. It took Li
and me a long time to capture that black devil of a pony.
Except for these rare incidents, the monotony of the
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